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Intex pool hoses near me

Rating: 4 out of 5 with 18 rating 1-1011-205 / 5 HildredCost has verified A handheld piece of boxes, but does not return a bomb without any necessary adapters. As many, like the one who is worried, are not fully compatible as announced because still require of the extra parts. Cut down some time and
hassle has required the partisan clean a bomb dramatically, this notwithstanding.5/ 5 NakeshaCost has checked THE LIGHT Tendency that the blockade takes near the kinking with the strong suction that careers with the help of him5 / 5 ShantaThe spent THE QUALITY CHECKED And THE AMAZING
PRODUCT ADDS, would need TO LAST PARTORISCA YEARS.5/5 JanessaCost has checked While not clearing in a description, some collars in each final of a tube are 38mm internally and 42mm externally – as this pretty regulate for tubes of bomb by group.4/5 WilheminaCost has checked the biggest
cost has had to regulate bit it4/5 HolliCost has checked produced Excellent. Service very impressive5 / 5 ZenaCost has verified So only as has required, Thank you.4/5 KristieCost checked As it describes, any issue with the good and efficient delivery4/5 MyrnaWhile Not clearing in a description, some
collars in every final of a tube are 38mm internally and 42mm externally – like this pretty regulate for tubes of bomb of the group.5/5 DeloraA handheld piece of boxes, but not return a bomb without any necessary adapters. As many, like the one who is worried, are not fully compatible as announced
because still require of the extra parts. Cut down a time and hassle has required to clean a bomb dramatically, this notwithstanding.4 / 5 LeonoraHAS the easy tendency that the blockade takes near the kinking with the strong cravings that careers with the help of him5 / 5 Rivkathe QUALITY And the
AMAZING PRODUCT ADDS, would have to KEEP IN YEARS.4 / 5 PrincePerfecto, used it today and lag so better that my old more a5 / 5 LudivinaAs it describes, any issue with the good and effective delivery4 / 5 Shellieis better condition there is the virile-female returns instead of two woman. Thanks In
all chance.5/5 FelipeIt looks the hose of good quality but has had to return as his too big for my anchored by bomb. 38mm Informs about where a hose your pal bomb or group, while I've thought it was a width of a real crumpled head hose with the narrow plus 32mm final. It has taken this for the level of
300bombs of Chevron to equal that comes with the 10 foot bestway group, think to take 32mm hoses.5/5 LashawnaPerfecto, used it today and works so better that the oldest mine a4/5 Ashleighwould be better condition has had virile-female returns instead of two female. Thanks In any chance. Rating: 4
out of 5 with 28 rating 1-1011-2021-305 /5 VelmaAccess our ultra frame intex group and bombs so just fine. Please note that is comes with hule tiles and that will be necessary to take you some.4 / 5 KourtneyIs not like looking in a picture. He's not coming up with any finals in contact. A lot dissapointed
with this compraventa4/5 PierreProduct arrived very first having given scheduled times. Only lunar He piattello that makes Ger closure with ghiera ANY ONE is perfect piano for which ghiera goes closed with a certain force to get a good property , or need to insert a double guarnizione in hule to be sure of
the property.5 / 5 CletaVorsicht, Handelt sich yesterday a 1 Schlauch und nicht a 2 wie abbildgeet. Die abgebildeten Schlaeuche sind auch von einer besseren Qualität, place besseren Anschluessen. Ware geht zurueck.5 / 5 LisetteWare technisch I Ordnung. Habe mich aber vom Article image täuschen
lassen. Statt 2 Schläuche wie auf dem Bild zu sehen, wurde nur 1 Schlauch geliefert. Sehr irreführend und für ein Schlauch zu teuer. Daher nur ein Stern4 / 5 Mirnathe cube dipped them Schlauch zufrieden finde ger Preis für ein stücken schlauch aber schon ein bisschen happig. Ansonsten macht Gives
Schlauch Was er machen soll quote Verbindungen Passen und ist auch dicht.4 /5 RandallHas bought this hose partorisca connect solar heater to our Intex group. Access perfect. All happy with a price, but each a single hose could find.4 / 5 EmeraldProduced has given optimal quality, someone extracted
has given a cinesata, and came in the planned times. If adapted perfectly to the filter Intex of my swimming pool.5 / 5 HortenciaGood bill Of the tube, quality optimal price also comes longitude , too bad that a lot you give he good4 / 5 CythiaI my sleep left fool of the picture obviously is so just a tube
someone 2 coming thought. For lucid crumb requirements a meter is short mine for rests is a good product.5/5 CarmellaTiled Photo look Predicted my tiled description understands it's a lonely tube. Optimal quality And perfectly customizable was aspirated Bestway, gives attack 38 mm.4 / 5 EdieBenötigte
noch einen Schlauch für Quote Verbindung vom Chlor-Dosierer zur Pumpe. Passt perfect.4 / 5 TyreePoolsaison vorbei und Hat keine Mängel gives heel ein paar Jahre 5 / 5 EmileSatisfied fully, perfect measures For my Intex out of buried.4 / 5 ColeenSchlauch kann ich sehr empfehlen, würde nur
noch dazu has dipped Isolierbändern arbeiten en Is ganz dicht zu bekommen. Habe alles auf 38.ºr Durchmesser umgestellt, lohnt sich!5 / 5 DeannIs utmost because they are taller that one of hidden ones comes with a group.4 / 5 SerafinaMensongé. J Have bought these Shipments of product to the sud
photo he and have had 2 tubes. Lucido It looked sensible to me. Received 1 piece. Like this strongly the disappointed. No longer I will command in them.4 / 5 AstridObvious who dipped in the preparation 2 guarnizioni was better5 / 5 JackieUsual photo ingannevole with 2 in realities the preparation is gives



1. Still Original product.4 / 5 RefugioReceived quickly pas the only attention disappointed he and the one as a tube and someone two to equal who has been able to believe him report of the couple to the photo !!! 4 / 5 MontyThis tube Of 150 cm is perfect desire moves the bomb of your filter. There are
connecting Version 3 meters but me engalanaba some time touches on this kind of exploitation. Is relatively rigid and Comparable in quality that is resupplied in par level Intex (tube of 50 cm).4 / 5 MargaritoIt was Mentido. To sud the Photo 2 tubes and have got 1 so only, the game very expensive l piece.
Total disappointment partorisca see again your Photos4 / 5 NannieIt substitute A tube of cause fendu. It will see in lucido time last . Ride without Joints It obviously as it thinks partorisca save those of cause.4 / 5 RodrickCommodity arrived perfectly imballata In time ultra velocísimos, material has given
optimal quality comforme the used originariamente on the swimming pool, optimum finitura.4 / 5eGreeting , here is that I me fi to the photo or he and in the two, reception 1 so just very very sincere lucido the seller , the broken hidden to fraud with their pictures .4 / 5 AsleyProduced very good but has Mine
that 3 stars transport to sud his pictures show two tubes and games lucidos price is a little expensive games a tube5 / 5 Anneli commanded these games of tube scans partorisca has more than longitude among his 2 parts of my filter the sabre (Intex) , responds perfectly to the description and to the
utilization5 / 5 FilibertoBoth of these hoses have broken the interior 2 weeks. A Prime Minister i place on to replace the bad house that comes with my group and he has started filtering 2 weeks later. It has come then with two I was this happy have already had a replacement. Low and behold replaced it 2
days ago and last night a new one there was the new leak on he too. Really is it it has been thinking the last 2 weeks and 1 day? They're in the process of taking the refund now. Wow So just surprised the one that bad these hoses were. Rating: 4 out of 5 with 23 rating 1-1011-2021-30 5/5 ShaunnaIt
produces I see of quality, is the equivalent of the original piece that is no longer available. One each extreme, the interior is a little smaller and is harder to install. A give fat écrous of serrage could not have sawed Transporter very strong jumped a net (undressing), thanks partorisca add give the bond
wraps game partorisca make sure me to ca embezzle on the spot. Without these questions, would have the data Join note of 5, fast delivery lucida the next day, much appreciated ca could no longer use him filtreur. 4/5 DelilaAdds done well has had substitutions partorisca mine.. The mine was model
older where a coverage that fulmine in of the movements to the long a tube .. No one east a but still the law adds ! Better included cuz any focus or something partorisca do with ! 4/5 ArceliaHas bought partorisca my bestway rectangular on group of earth, thought it would be too big but a fitting perfect
record even if the hose is the little longer to an original but the work adds!! 5/5 KiaraQuality very well hose with dice of finals in each final. In fact, I have decided to use it in the new wet/dry vacuum partorisca a group that exhausting hose (air). 4/5 SuzanneWas pleasantly surprised at the speed of a
received order (the earliest days that some time is appreciated). Everyone has got expected like this packaged well without breaking to any of any sake received and some parts are elongated well. Satisfied with my mandate 4 / 5 Rickiewill have appreciated the partorisca receive he filtreur of swimming
pool to the time that lucido the games of the tube how is has been assigned, before it partorisca received lucido days before of various pipes, while the compraventa summer does simultaneously touches his 2 elements. 5/5 OzellUsed this partorisca attach the Game SolarPro Twist solar poster to
Coleman groups – @fare like sension! 4/5 BillyMuch fatter to some hoses of the factory. Apt perfect. 4/5 ShandiHas bought the solar poster partorisca heat mine 8ft group and this hose is a better conect he - not filtering 4/5 DaliaVar to be able to repair my group of better ways with this part. 4/5
ThuExactly as has been demanded. And it has come punctual as always is that price 4 / 5 AlmaFast and punctual delivery! Exactly it has been expected! I produce it adds. 5/5 LouisaExact like this aiming in an image. It returns my Intex filter of sand. 5/5 YaniraI bought Bestway Group of Costco last state.
After being exposed to a sun and by the elements partorisca year, an annexe of hose among a bomb and the filter has broken. I've been looking for using silicone and duct tape as the makeshift fijamente. It's done for the week or two. Then filtered again. I have bought this part to replace the P6560. A
hose is main that one one this comes with a group. This notwithstanding, some claimed that scrapes into a bomb and filter, access perfectly. A hose is quell'has bitten for a long time, but works so just fine. They are happy with this compraventa and part of the substitution. I took the opportunity to find
something hidden would do and have bought this hose without knowing for sure. The appearance of these helps and my photos would have you giving the clear image that has been replaced and the one that a new few look like. 4/5 WardWhen Asked description will tell a truth. I lose my group seaweed
and of stray water was due to this product. Remember's answer would be to find the different hose all close. The interior of the leaves of the mine 24 hours that leaves my group to lose tons of water. I have left critical in the almost daily amazon so just trying to take the answer. We love me to us to return a
hose to equal that can issue refunds and have me king commanded. As you can imagine, unplugging a hose all close by turn would completely drain my group. A hose bought by the Amazon is now strong testimony to Flex Tape. Please - do not buy these hoses. They are very cheap facts and will leave
you down. 5/5 TammieHas had to return mine. I've demanded slang the scarce that goes off a bomb to a tank to filter instead. 4/5 AlfredoSends some hoses of the sun dried and broken in our Intext group. I retro returned a group with the real shimmer that uses the adapter found elsewhere in the amazon
made to the likes that have been described. They are all thin construction but have taken the 22 ft group for $250 complete in the Academy in one out of parks. Then he upgraded with part of Amazon to have the system of shimmer. It's 5 years old and it looks what quell'has done when I bought it. 5/ 5
ToshaEasy to install but no good quality and they no last long. Busted With which 2 days 5 / 5 AletheaRecieved this well in advance. Works perfectly. This notwithstanding, the hose has more the scarce and has got a 59' hose. Too much effort to return it and work, like all issues. So just be aware, who is
fulfilling orders, someone may have read. LOL 5/5 LatiaI leaves off the hose for half a day after a period of the turn on purchased. Someone a happy on all 4/5 Jarod materials of Better Quality as an original. Some hoses of starts of original bombs after the use of alone years. A new some looks to be a bit
the more flexible and much done (time will tell). A little pricy still plastic hoses this despite. Value, so would only give 2 stars. Please consider having to replace hoses, consider upgrading your bomb to an Intex 633. It uses some filters some the big pluses and he comes with new valves and of the new
hoses. !!! And some ROCKS of bomb ! Double a volume of an old bomb and make to clean a group an 8 work of small more than an old 15 minutes. Well the value of the money. 4/5 MariamThe ship was súper fast and the product was just as has been demanded. Very satisfied 4 / 5 Capricethe work
adds so just keep him partorisca rub on against cement while his water of bomb Rating: 4 out of 5 with 6 rating 4 / 5 RosieI have done a lot of test leaving It and the other does not stick (any of invernadero) have to erncore try if no it faitre?? 5/ 5 PaulitaThis tube is adding partorisca extend the line. Be
careful, this notwithstanding, some edges back SO ONLY Intel has manufactured groups. It is not compatible with any PVC edges neither with the plumbing pipe of edges galvanized on. One product has FEMALE fixtures in BOTH FINI. Good product applications very concrete. Jay5/5 RayfordHose lasted
about a month off of normal use to leave and future wards in a seam. And apparently a guarantee does not cover of the shortcomings of manufacturing. Buyer beware.4 / 5 Carl'The new brand's hose has been melted or deformed in the lip to the causes as filters.5 / 5 LucienHas he had partorisca the few
months and has not had any substances with him. Every leak and he returns perfectly in my Intex bomb.4 / 5 MaryjaneAdds so here described very satisfied was easy to install and does not filter the products of drop adds will recommend to friends Rating: 4 out of 5 with 45 rating 1-1011-2021-3031-4041-
504 / 5 IlaWorks as it has to without complaint. Good and cheerful value with a compraventa.4 / 5 NeomiProduct is well, wanted partorisca vacuum hose but makes noise to whistle strong.5 / 5 RevaDoes not block with at least he 2500 Gpm bomb, included when a hose does not remain direct. (Some
claim a suction collapse done)common sense, yes make sure he no kink so that pulled hard, he usually tara or separate over time. For 16 dollars have absolutely no complaint and do very well for at least 14 meters on the group of earth. Fl The sun didn't dry it was. ( 3 end of the month) Less than 24
update of now later ... A defect and you can decide want to spend the little bucks more for the hose of better quality. Slang he himself is excellent, this despite less than 24 hours later could not include reasons have had air when presented inside a bomb. It remarked it as another client has tried to say,
(with the picture). A tip of the final of the open part and the air takes is presented, in a side of the bomb, no side has had them inside a group with a suction sweeper. All remain the dry, krazy paste a page to break then duct tape he with krazy glue. A page has had to them that correctly is inside a group
with a sweeper (today is October 4, 2019 and goes absolutely strong). One side that is none sinister, the still duct tape he with krazy glue and he connected up in a side of the bomb, for prevention. Again here it is on October 4th and a hose is used in the daily bases without a question, any one has dried
each or something, and the FL sun takes heat... 11 January 2020. The hose still makes perfect. Still a lot now in July 29th 2020. Recently lost some colour.5 / 5 UnaAre disappointed as this hose has been announced. I have ordered to 25 hose of feet because my group is 18 meters long. This hose is not
the same 20 meters. It does not achieve one on my group. I gave it 2 stars because it's very has done.5 / 5 OpheliaHas bought to this hose like him the course of a vacuum process for an on earth 18W x 4H Intex group. Think that a product is robust and will last for a long time. My only subjects are this :
requires squeezing a hose into a small filter intake to ensure that rests are dipped while cleaning a (2nd) I have found that some need for hose detects to be lowered in a one to the equal squeezing out of an air, otherwise the moment for a bomb of the small filter for the press will take, so that it can work
in coordinamento with a vacuum break. (3) While cleaning an exact group someone to resist a hose in a group otherwise will try to slip out of a group, even if it is connected to a vacuum low water. The inferior line requires the product much this will do, but when used with an economical in the group of
earth requires some additional support like the course of a vacuum process.5/5 CorineWill do have an Intex Deluxe box with more cleaned. At all in a description of the product the work said only with it. It is not returned in or in an adapter of hose that comes with an Intex Shimmer to surface so this is
expected to. Intex HAS ultimate products but descriptions of the terrible product do not import buy all some necessary pieces, I wish have only had complete information that it could buy him all immediately instead of at times several weeks using the test and was detected by error.4 / 5 RuthannHas
ordered a hose to use with a system for collecting sawdust in my hub of work. It has done well thus purpose and of the costs Much less of real Tent-Vac hoses. One returns at one end of a hose returns an adapter in my Bosch ROS perfectly, which directs me for thinking it would do in another fitting
swaying for the 1.5' Tent Vac connection. There is no @to @give the one that is easy to cut a hose to an exact period. You screw off One that returns from a finale, cuts a hose, and the beam has retreated on. Very light and useful. Any insurance in a shelf life of term with a longitude of a hose, but is
careful someone to snag on something not seeing reason would not last the long time. My woman has also used a hose to clean our group, and has said that has done well thus purpose as well.5/5 UlyssesHas received so just this yesterday for our 16'x48' ultra group of frame. I've found a plastic to be fat
enough, some thin at all. My only complaint in a hose is the wishes one, it has been swivelling. It has done perfectly with a weighted half moon vacuum head. I have also purchased an Intex Adapter by Skimmer. It was tight access but has completed to make perfect. I've warmed up on one end of a hose
with dryer of hair and he loosened on pretty much just to slide into one end of the adapter! I have also purchased a Jed Connector by Hose by the groups but this is resulted to be useless with this setup.5/5 JacquesAny way the hose of the hook is a shimmer of wall of indication. The picture and package
aims it it runs by means of upper. Any way that can be connected. Tried partorisca run using the shimmer of wall and so only directed partorisca break a clutch. The company would be obliged to maintain offer more than mine using Fri. I have called several times and have difficulty adding it includes a
supported person. Amur My group, hates a lack of support after a sale.4/5 KerrieThese works of slang so better that a clear hose that comes with my Intex shimmer. It attaches perfectly to an Intex shimmer and brush for the embrague yield so that it soothes not need to use a hose clamps this was
necessary to attach a clear hose. These looks of hose partorisca be much more durable to a clear Intex hose and I expect it to outlast 10 of some clear hoses.4/5 SantiagoIntex Hose of torsion partorisca Filter grupal, X 25ft - has done well partorisca less than 20 days. It covers of white ends in the final to
break off hoses and is now useless. While Intex accounts for its products and substitutes.5/5 CatherinA price was right and really has required so only 18ft though, couldn't find this way here selected period partorisca this element. It feels like he bit it thin and some finals don't look to be attached very well.
It's not back my Intex automatic vacuum or Intex group couplings still even though some actions were some same. I am obliged to attach with the help of ribbons of ray. If shopping, recommend a lot when you're a lot to rough or pull for much.4/5 CindyHas ordered an Intex shimmer last state and an Intex
filter of sand this year the partorisca mine 16' round Intex group and have wanted to try my hand in vacuuming him without a hose of water. This hose does not directly connect my intake filter to which a shimmer is attached, but will connect to a hose that is attached to a shimmer without leaks. They are
very happy with a hose, are good quality and have on resistance like this far.4/5 ClariceHas bought to replace the UV the HOSE ate. This hose has hard, finals very flexible. When it covers the shimmer grupal for the use of suction, hoses do not bend, he kinks. It does not resist fast to the line of suction of
the shimmer, decrease to signal easily. Diameter Slightly out of specs. Used plumbing tape to try to save compraventa - but then tubing kinks in other zones. A lot of frustrating compraventa.4 / 5 OdiliaSoso. It says it can use on the side of filters. I tried it, and decorating 24 hours a hose has started to
block off a suction. Probably GOOD for the smallest bombs. Has Hayward bombs that really water of movement. Bought this to replace the hose in 3 years that has done adds. Like this returned and has been for something more. Someone to attack a hose completely, if the side of the suction pumps less
like an INTEX, would do well.5/5 MarthIs well, sound the tube and he needs. It is the lonely piece of molded tube, because it does not have a transfers and give that normal quality a fact. This means is prone to tangles on he, and that causes it to burst free of your vacuum or filter to group intake every
time 5 meters more.4 / 5 MaganThese produced are not good for inground groups, bomb. A material of is not having to do it as this tongue and results real tight which causes a creepy crawler to result stuck in a small zone more than emotional around. Has 1.5 hp bomb and this hose cant handle an
esuck'. Those as one who recommend it, and will need that go to deliver grupal and but an expensive some.4 / 5 LilianaHar required the hose and all some tent grupal has had the same hoses that were more money. I've found this on Amazon and read good descriptions about it. The way I bought it.
Resistance up what the field has had of then in late June. It returns my Intex group and accessories as well. To good certain value of money.5 / 5 GeorgeA box was almost destroyed that ship. It could see where it was repossessed when it came up. A hose is the no like this flexible as I have expected
and will not resist until a sun. It would be owed that it has paid it $5 more and it has taken that I really loved by the tent grupal local. It will do and I demanded it to take a clean group for the company that arrives in a prójimo a few days. Any value that has paid for but temporary laws. Duct Band will do it
contingent.:( 4/5 MoraHar taken this as the replacement for my small group. It hasn't loved spending too much of then I wasn't sure was relevant access. Someone just returns but has taken two for a price of one when I have cut a house into two pieces.4/ 5 AntonetteLooks to be fine. A swivel is quite rigid
and slips a vacuum head at times.4 / 5 BarrieOssia Plastic economic , súper has done poorly. In fact, the whistle extreamly strong to a point can't be. I have broken Han for the course on and not touching me have wasted my money buying this poor piece of hard plastic. Enough spend an extra $15 and
take together well! Yes or take it or paid for and recently the Amazon has not done well for me:(4 / 5 KarlaThis concrete hose will not attach an intex 16 in the money of sand of the bomb neither he attach to an intext shimmer of traces of wall. A hose attaches the sum to a real vacuum but is not drawn to
return connections. How it is itself is in diameter.5 / 5 ZitaHas bought last year and I used it vacuum. It was a lot but has taken a job done. I have tried today the he uses for some other time and he has already had cracks. I maintain in the cube of plastic storage as I'm not sure reason, but have small
cracks to the long of a hose that marks a suction very very bad. It has been expected to be able to use him more than a swipe.5 / 5 HanaIs the hose . Definatly No a hose a hard plus has used. But I of anyone who has someone complainabout buying is one. I entertain in the nave out of constant direct sun
and have been using them he for 2 years now.5 / 5 ArmidaFor my purpose has pretended was . A creation of torsion of this hose has made that horrendous sound when I've tried to use the likes of him AIR vacuum hose. This hose hose pulled to WATER so just! As he no my deception.4/5 LettyLight coil
– kinks easy, coils too easily too – if it looks to use in an automatic shimmer, coils more than another direct. For a price takes a job - quite economical compared to other hoses. Action of lots of the price.5 / 5 GinnyThis has solved my topics with using my group vacuum. A period is right and can be used
for both vacuuming and for siphoning off a fund.5/5 GertrudEconomic, would need to have known the quality would suck. Do not like a material go in tents, this plastic was of economic easy break . Also it has 2 finals viriles the difference of a woman virile/level.5/5 DarrelIs well, do not like to wind on clean
and mine has begun to partorisca develop holes that targeted the partorisca air bubbles and craving reduced when vacuuming . Paying off the extra money and taking something better next time5/5 MacieA hose is pretty easy, as I'm worried about durability. There is ribbing in some finals of hose, which
interferes when sticking directly to a shimmer --does not take to focus adding that it cuts/cuts to a shimmer. That has been said, is functional, and probably the good value.4 / 5 CorneliaLook In a box in a picture of delivery the one who thinks them are rasgado image costs the words of thousand!4 / 5
LoritaDeclares is for intex groups, this hose was too big for my group. It gave it to three stars like them to them the quality of the state add but some actions do not return all intex groups. It would be required to declare the measure of hose of the control a lot of all intex groups are a measure of the same
hose. My hoses grupal is 32mm this hose is that 38MM action!! 4/5 JarrodHas measured that has required 25ft and when I've been for use. It shrunk A hose and shorter to a suction of a filter.5/5 DanicaA cuffs are pretty free compared to so just anout each other brand, but looks to be that it seals enough
for now, 3 monthe in service. Some rigid coils in a hose there are not softened a little after the month in a group. Do you have yourself the service and the place has been directly in an earth under a sun for the few days, and hid a trick. They would be required to dipped that in some directions.5/5 ColtonA
hose has done well. Durability and robustness issues are owed as answered today the late plus4/5 JacobA product of decent quality. My subject is only a period, 25 feet would be enough to take off a shimmer at the far end of a group, but when a suction is turned in just looks to go in meso that period.
Have had that king-order 35 feet.4/5 SharilynLikes hose and fittings are of decent quality but some finals are too many great for the level in the attached pool of earth to equal as are some same OD as the female version of an I of hoses of earth. So, a group of earth skip their hose and and a segmented
hoses instead.5 / 5 DonettaSo just it likes him the purpose everything is laying is a hard plastic no a soft plastic so it was a class of hule but partorisca a price knows where plastic5 / 5 Staris quality much better useful then buy an Intex conjoint but no great quality5 / 5 Leoniahas launched was. Poor
quality, has developed holes in a krinkles in just a week.5 / 5 EtsukoHas Had he partorisca the few months and well.... It's the hose and works so just fine. It meets my expectations4/5 Dane's work adds. No very expensive can be compared to a tent4/5 Sharathe hose is plastic hard and won't provide a
25'-0 period due to shrinkage when connected.4/5 PamellaFittings At the end not back in anchored by still suction group neither on the sweep--too large. I have tried to do work without success and have broken finals of new slang in the process. A hose distributed for Kreepy Krawly is a level. One
distributed for Intex is oversized. Rating: 4 out of 5 with 27 ratings 1-1011-2021-304 /5 MyrleHose has come punctual and was a perfect substitution partorisca some broken.5 / 5 VeronicaCould not find these hoses partorisca my intex group anywhere locally. It was expensive but has made someone a a
less.5/5 ErichHar to someone to use them, is the partorisca store for future replacement of any original hoses as filters. Active has replaced now some old hoses with these and real abonos5/5 Inocenciathe the hose of Perfect substitution has come a long way before it quotes estimated5/5 LeoneAs it
describes – hard to replace and at all more returns correctly.5/5 LuzA the same light, thin hose that is gone in a group and lasted as only 1 parks before breaking into a curve. I have found a lot more powerful compensation in my local group and site for spa partorisca of the same money. The lust had
looked there before I bought this. Adding to my disappointment is a fact that sends us a faulty product. I back it and the substitution with a relevant element has ordered was quick and painless.4/5 RussThe access is with an intex bomb and system grupal. Nothing special, but something that in fact it's
assumption to do without regulating, fixing or forcing looks to be rarity these days. So many recommend it on hidden.5/5 LavetteHas are required to replace the hose and these have come punctually and have saved our group. I produce to add and easy to install.4 / 5 JoyaThis Intel brand is much stronger
that some another has bought. Ossia Min third time buying the hose for a group and so far ossia a strong plus .4 /5 LorenzoPerfect asset. Lasted less than 2 first month to leave in 2 places. The thank god my dog has claimed to leave is gone in 4am. Or a group would have more than 3' water. It has that
hose of substitutes again but someone w/these4/5 RemaMina Intex 15'x48'den 15'x48'den comes with the hose broken (which of course is bound that no @to @give until after a group was to arrive and fill). I haven't gone about expecting 2 weeks for the hose in down guaranteed replacement of the Intex
in half a July, as I've ordered this. Connected perfectly, adds the law. They're quiet pretty sure can order him more economical other sources, but I overnighted, as this fact for me to stop them extra dollars.4/5 HedyHas bought for my intex group, an original break with which three years and these returns
perfectly4/5 JeaneLiving in paradise goes in cost – a sun the number in of plastic stuff living outdoors. These are replacing some hoses that come with my Intex group. One prize was one has found more. Something for sure because these are this expensive, or courts, but ossia to equal that goes. The
appearance will last about the same two times of period of the year as some originals have done before breaking and require substitution.4/5 AileneDu a job, which is partorisca substitute hoses that it is broken. Lost is gone in the local tent that had him partorisca the finale of a prize of the season of $ . It
would be necessary has he bought everything!5 / 5 SamTyvhonestly, a hose it has been the huge break in him that it did not remarked until I had attached it to a group and chloroinator. It was partorisca mix it partorisca dip a little cover behind in and take a water of gushing was.5 / 5 AngelitaThis has
made perfect to replace hoses with holes in him partorisca our group4 / 5 Lamontlove my intex group, but goes for 5 years and some hoses and pins start push partorisca spend each. Like this while a group liner my control on the partorisca 10 years some produced partorisca maintain it. Think an intex
hoses as your washer and dryer replaces him each as 5 years and everything will be unexpecting leaks.5/5 WiltonThese accesses the hose tightly to the contact of a group and in a bomb. It is the lovely clear color that you can see a dirty water as the currents using filter it and then out of another tube.
With what mistake that buys the parts of the wrong pair partorisca this group, was excited to finally by soil in a proper tube.5 / 5 LavoniaVis hoses have made with what modification. An original Intex hoses were tapered in a side partorisca group partorisca to be somewhat main. One photograph has
described an Intex hose, this despite some looks of hose partorisca being aftermarket and won't slip on without taking one with plastic in a side grupal. Some hoses will slide on one side of the bomb no doubt. After imagining it was and taking one with some hoses has done well. Have estimated 2 stars to
be it has been planned priced too big considering the hoses are aftermarket and any instruction has been composed partorisca take an Intex collars partorisca do a work of hoses.5 / 5 MireilleGood quality, the price below which tends grupal local - a lot of value a compraventa, and always good to have
pocolas hoses to spare around.4 / 5 SenaidaHas come has ordered punctual 2 send to us 3. I guess by chance one is filtering. Some same tubes that come with some original intex swimmimg group.. 5/5 SherillLight-hung .. Pertinent apt provisionally replaced with better hose4/ 5 Leonie hose of
substitution Adds and adds the whole plot cheaper here that of the tent grupal. I have taken 2 as some substitutions partorisca a Intex on filters grupal of the earth.4 / 5 NylaIt returns but it vibrates partorisca create it I strong whistles when vacuum has turned on.4 / 5 NylaIt returns but it vibrates partorisca
create it I strong whistles when vacuum has been turned on.4 / 5 NylaIt returns but it vibrates partorisca create it I create it I strong whistles when vacuum has been turned on.4 / 5 NylaIt returns but it vibrates partorisca create it I strong whistles when vacuum has been turned on.4 / 5 NylaIt returns but it
vibrates 4 / 5 ValdaA part has come punctual and is exactly that there is wanted.5 / 5 AndersonAll the world-wide one who has bought one in the group of earth knows a hose is a prime minister to go . I patched holes in some hoses until finally I have given so just in and have bought these. The wish had
done before. The accesses perfect.4 / 5 MargarettaHose grupal, looks to be that he who is pretending to do
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